
You will have at least two seperate boxes, One containing the headrail and one
containing the fabric vanes. Carefully unwrap the Allusion headrail and its associated
brackets. The brackets that you selected when placing the order will either be
face fix screw or top fix spring.

The brackets should be located to allow for the depth of the vanes to tilt.
Vogue top fix requires 90mm space to the rear, 80mm Fascia top fix requires
110mm space to the rear. (from the centre of the bracket), If using face fix brackets
no allowance is required.
The brackets should therefore be attached to the ceiling or window frame
clear from any obstruction and it’s important they are in-line with each other.

For a blind up For a blind up to 900mm wide attach two brackets fitted approximately 40mm 
(1½”) from each end of the blind. On wider blinds any intermediate brackets should
be spaced evenly between these, and as a general rule dependant on how well
the brackets are fitted, use the following as a guide:

Up to 900mm = 2 brackets.
900mm to 1600mm = 3 brackets.
1600mm to 2300mm = 4 brackets.
2300mm 2300mm to 3000mm = 5 brackets.
3000mm to 3700mm = 6 brackets.

Mark the bracket hole positions before drilling and plugging if necessary. Use two
screws for a face fix bracket and one screw in a top fix bracket ensuring that the
brackets are level. Remember to allow room for the blind to clear any obstacles
when deployed, e.g. door or window handles.
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For Recess installation use the larger hole in the bracket for fitting, 
as this hole will allow for small adjustments afterwards.

1. Place one bracket inside the recess, where you intend to fit it. The drill hole must be
at least 90mm away from the window for Vogue and 110mm away for the Fascia.
The first and last brackets are to be 70mm away from the edge of the side walls.
Distribute all other brackets evenly.
2.2.Hold the first bracket tight and mark through the large hole with a pencil.
3. Remove the bracket & measure the distance from the window to the pencil mark.
Use this measurement to mark out the rest of the holes required.
4. Drill and plug the screw hole marks with suitable fixings and screw in to place.
5.  All the bracket fronts should be the exact same distance from the window. If you
need to make slight adjustments, loosen the screw and slide the bracket back or forth,
so that the brackets are all perfectly aligned (within a 1mm tollerance).
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All tops are aligned

1. For face fix installation, if you are mounting on a wall you will have to do a little bit of math.
If you ordered Recess size, then use the drop of your blind + 5mm, this will allow a distance between
the bottom of your fabric vanes and the floor of approx 10mm. increase the +5mm if you want a larger gap.
If you ordered Exact size then use your drop +15mm, again you can increase this if required.
Once you have this size, measure from the floor, up the wall central to where you intend to fit the blind, up to the size calculated.
2. Mark the wall with a small pencil mark.
3. 3. Take a face fix bracket and hold it up against the pencil mark so that the top of the bracket is level with the mark.
4. If you are happy with this positioning, hold the bracket firmly in place and mark through the 3 holes.
5. Evenly mark up all other brackets in the same way, insuring that the end brackets are around 70mm inside the edge.
6. Before drilling the holes, try holding a straight edge or spirit level up against the marks to make sure they are horizonally aligned and level
7. Drill and plug the screw hole marks with suitable fixings and screw in to place.
8. All the bracket tops should be the exact same distance from a level surface.

Securing screw

Rear lip

Rear Hook

If using top fix spring clip brackets, locate the front of the blind. Tilt the top away from you and hook the front groove of the
headrail on to the front lip of the brackets. Tilt the headrail back level and push upwards on the rear of the track directly below
the fitted brackets, the track will click into place.

Front lip
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Once you have attached the wands, the blind is very simple to
operate. Just sweep the wand from left to right to move the
vanes. To alter the privacy and turn the vanes, just twist the
wand clockwise/anti-clockwise to suit your needs.

You will either have 1 or 2 wands, but they fit
in the same way. Angle the wand slightly and
clip on the very end traveller on the headrail.
Hook the end of the wand in to the hole, it 
may take a little pressure. Be careful not to 
snap these parts by using too much force.

Turn the hooks on the carriers of the headrail (using the wand), so
that the hooks are at 90 degrees to the track. Depending on the
width of your blind you may have several bags of vanes. They will be
numbered. Start by opening bag 1 and you will see one vane is marked
‘left’. This is you first vane. Hang the first vane.

Lou
voli
te

Male Clip

Female Clip

Then fit the other half of the louvre to the next carrier. Take the
next vane and snap fix the non hole insert to the holed insert on
the track, repeat until you get to the last carrier/louvre. When you
get to the last louvre snap fix a non holed insert to the end louvre
and fasten to the track. If the blind has a split draw then repeat for
the other side of the blind ensuring that the seams are all facing
the same direction.the same direction.

Before removing a track first take down all the fabric vanes from
the headrail. On all bracket types, release the edge brackets first
and work your way towards the centre.
For face fix brackets, undo the retaing screw on the front to
release the headrail.
For top fix brackets you have to apply upwards pressure to the
release tab on the rear release tab on the rear of the bracket.

Release tab at rear of track

The fascia brackets are designed to be consealed,
We suggest you test fit the brackets to the cassette before fitting to
your surface. This is to get a feel for how they attach. 

See the diagram for the correct orientation of the brackets, the 
front lip faces in towards the room. For blinds over 1 metre wide, 
we recommend you fit a bracket roughly every 500mm.
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